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Abstract: Cucurbitaceae crops play an important role in agricultural production, and they are a
primary source of vegetables and fruits for daily needs. The cultivation of cucurbit varieties with
excellent agronomic characters has attracted much attention in recent years. As the main source energy
organ of Cucurbitaceae, the development of leaves is closely related to yield and environmental
response. In this paper, the main research achievements on leaf development of Cucurbitaceae plants
were summarized, and the origin, genetic research, gene mapping, and effects on the agronomic and
economic characters of the leaf shape and leaf color mutants of Cucurbitaceae were introduced. In
addition, the effects of some hormones and environmental factors were reviewed. This work provides
a reference point for molecular breeding of leaf development of Cucurbitaceae.
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1. Introduction

Cucurbitaceae, as one of the most important edible plants in the world, has more than
800 species, among which the representative plants are cucumber, pumpkin, melon, and
watermelon. As important economic crops, they have not only edible value but also medic-
inal value [1]. Leaves are the main organ of Cucurbitaceae for photosynthesis. The shape
and color of leaves affect the efficiency of photosynthesis and respiration. For example,
the larger the leaf area, the more light energy it absorbs, and the more nutrients can be
produced. The thinner the leaves, the more favorable the plant is for respiration. However,
if the leaves are too wide and thin, it is not conducive to retaining water, that is, the leaf area
and leaf thickness are limited by water supply [2]. The change in leaf color is caused by the
change in chlorophyll and anthocyanin in the leaf, and it further affects photosynthesis [3].
Therefore, leaf development plays a crucial role in the process of gas exchange, nutrient
accumulation, and water transport in plants. A leaf begins to differentiate from the shoot
apical meristem first, and then the leaf primordium develops along the proximal–distal,
abaxial–adaxial, and medial–lateral to establish the three-dimensional polarity of the leaf [4].
After the three-dimensional polarity of the leaf is established, the leaves begin to expand
and grow to maturity [5]. The leaf shape of plants shows diversity under the influence of
genes, hormones, and environment. Different species of Cucurbitaceae have different leaf
shapes. Even in the same plant, the leaf shape changes because of different developmental
stages and environments. At present, few comprehensive summaries on Cucurbitaceae
leaf development can be found. Thus, in the present paper, the genes, hormones, and envi-
ronmental factors that affect the development of Cucurbitaceae leaves and the molecular
regulation mechanism of Cucurbitaceae leaf development were reviewed.
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2. Genes Affect Leaf Development
2.1. Leaf Shape Mutant

Research on key genes regulating the leaf development of Cucurbitaceae plants is of
great importance to reveal the mechanism of leaf development and breeding of Cucur-
bitaceae plants. There seems to be a close relationship between leaves and the development
of reproductive organs in Cucurbitaceae. For example, male and female sterile mango
fruit (mf ) mutants in cucumber also have abnormal development of cotyledons and true
leaves, and cotyledons appear narrower, wrinkled, downward cupped, and darker than
the wild-type. The leaf expansion of true leaves was significantly reduced [6]. Leaf shape
is controlled by complex interactions between genetic networks. The genetic mechanism
of the leaf shape characteristics of Cucurbitaceae plants is not completely clear, but some
representative leaf-shaped mutants of Cucurbitaceae were found. The identification of key
genes from leaf shape mutants is critically important to decipher the functions of some
genes regulating leaf traits.

2.1.1. Lobed Leaf

In cucumber, a high proportion of the leaves in CsHAN1-OE and CsHAN1-RNAi lines
were highly lobed [7] (Figure 1). After ectopic expression of CsHAN1 in Arabidopsis,
CsHAN1 could restore the smooth leaves of the han-2 mutant in the Col background to the
jagged shape of Col. The rosette leaves and cauline leaves of transgenic lines overexpressing
CsHAN1 in Arabidopsis wild-type (WT) Col were serrated leaves. These findings indicate
that the elaborate expression of HAN is vital for the development of leaf shape, and the
increase or decrease in this expression could cause changes in leaf margin. A natural
mutant, named BM7, with palmately lobed leaves, was identified in the melon line Mhy
with normal round leaves [8]. Genetic analysis demonstrated that the palmately lobed
leaf trait was controlled by a pair of recessive genes pll. The BM7 plants possessed lower
vitality and occupied less space than the melon lines with normal round leaves, so planting
in greenhouses is more suitable. Furthermore, pll is located on the melon linkage group
(LG) III, between the SSR marker G69 and 784RS, and MELO3C010784 was the only gene
predicted in this region (Table 1).The lobed leaf character of watermelon was controlled by
a single dominant gene, and the candidate gene was identified as Cla018360 [9].
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2.1.2. Round Leaf

Two round-leaf mutants C356 and C949 appeared after EMS mutagenesis of the cu-
cumber inbred line CCMC [10]. The true leaf margins of the two mutants were smooth and
round (Figure 1), and some mutant plants had abnormal cotyledon development, charac-
terized by polycotyledon or asymmetric development and female infertility. According
to genetic analysis, the C356 and C949 mutants are controlled by single recessive nuclear
genes Csrl-1 and Csrl-2, respectively. Remarkably, CSrl-1 and CSrl-2 are different mutation
sites of the same candidate gene CsPID (Csa1G537400). The CsPID mutants were obtained
by simultaneous mutagenesis in two other laboratories. Liu et al. [11] identified a stable
genetic round-leaf mutant rl of offspring by EMS mutagenesis of cucumber “649”. The
rl mutant leaves were round, and they lacked leaf formation in some nodes. In addition,
defects were observed in the development of the tendrils and floral organs of rl mutants.
The first 20 nodes did not produce tendrils, pollen viability decreased, and the females
were sterile. Song et al. [12]. found that the number of lateral roots increased, and that
the growth of primary roots decreased in the round-leaf mutant (rl). The mutant gene,
Csa1M537400, encodes a PINOID kinase protein involved in auxin transport. The expres-
sion of rl mutant Csa1M537400 was significantly reduced compared with that of the WT,
and IAA was expressed at higher levels in several tissues.

2.1.3. Curly Leaf

Two curly leaf mutants cul-1 and cul-2 in the M2 population were induced by EMS of
the cucumber inbred line CCMC (Figure 1). Through map-based cloning, cul-1 and cul-2
were found to be allelic mutations, and the candidate gene was CsPHB (Csa6G525430). The
mutation site was the binding site of cs-miRNA165/166. The expression of CsPHB in the
root, stem, true leaf, and flower of the mutant was higher than that of the WT, but the
expression of cs-miR165/166 in the mutant was lower. This finding indicated a negative
correlation between the expression of the two genes, so the destruction of miRNA165/166
binding is likely to lead to the functional acquisition mutation of HD-ZIP III. Whether
cs-miR165/166 regulates cucumber leaf development by targeting CsPHB remains to be
further researched [13].

2.1.4. Small and Cordate Leaf

The Csa7G062760 gene is a candidate gene from a cucumber small and cordate leaf 1 (scl1)
mutant [14]. The mutant is heart-shaped with reduced leaf area without the auriculate leaf
base and protruded middle margin (Figure 1). The scl1 mutant is speculated to encode a
nucleoside bisphosphate phosphatase that is involved in the regulation of leaf development
and may not involve known hormonal pathways.

2.1.5. Little Leaf

The cucumber littleleaf (ll) mutant had smaller leaves, flowers, fruits, and seeds, and
added lateral branches when compared to the WT cucumber (Figure 1). The candidate
gene ORF4 had pleiotropic effects, and its single base mutation resulted in the conversion
of amino acid 264 from tryptophan to glycine, leading to the heteromorphosis of multiple
organs in the mutant. The overexpression of ll in WT cucumber can significantly increase the
size of flowers, fruits, seeds, and epidermal cells, and the expression of ll in overexpression
lines was much higher than that in the control. These results indicated that ll can affect the
size of cucumber organs [15].

2.1.6. Downward Curly Leaves

Interference with cucumber from the CsIVP-RNA interference (RNAi) mutant can
cause defective development of leaf veins, with a reduced angle between leaf midvein and
vertical axis, increased angle between leaf primary veins, and increased secondary veins
and bending of the leaf midvein, which all lead to the downward curl of the leaf (Figure 1).
In addition, the leaf margins overlapped without clearance. Some defects were also found
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in the floral organ development of the mutant plants, including the shortening of mature
fruit length and a decrease in the number of seeds [16].

2.1.7. Butterfly-Shaped Leaves

In cucumber, CsWOX1 was expressed in the early stage of leaf primordium and in
the middle mesophyll and leaf margin. The leaves of the mango fruit (mf ) mutant from
the CsWOX1 gene mutation were narrower than those of WT (AM218) leaves, and the
ratio of leaf length to width was significantly larger than that of AM218 leaves. Among
the CsWOX1-OE line, it is obvious that the leaf size was significantly smaller than that
of WT (CU2), and that a small number of butterfly-shaped leaves with abnormal veins
were produced (Figure 1). The analysis of the cucumber mf rl (round leaf) double mutant
showed that CsWOX1 played a role in leaf vein development by controlling auxin transport
through PINOID (CsPID1). In addition, CsWOX1 regulates leaf size through CIN-TCP
transcription factors [17].

2.2. Leaf Color Mutants

Leaf color mutations are ubiquitous among Cucurbitaceae plants. Leaf color is mainly
affected by various pigments inside the leaves, including chlorophyll, carotenoids, and
anthocyanins. Changes in the type and ratio of pigments inside the leaves lead to the
formation of leaf color mutants [18,19]. Leaf color mutations can be divided into natural
mutations and artificial mutations. In accordance with the degree of leaf color mutations
and their effects on plants, they can be divided into albino death, yellow-green, post-green,
mottles, and spots [20]. With cucumber as an example, the leaf color mutants found so
far were chlorophyll deficiency (cd), golden (g), golden cotyledons (gc), light green cotyledons-
1 (lg-1), light green cotyledons-2 (lg-2), variegated virescence (vvi), yellow cotyledons-1 (yc-1),
yellow cotyledons-2 (yc-2), virescent-2 (v-2), virescent1 (v-1), virescent (v), pale lethal (pl) and
albino cotyledon (al), light sensitive (ls) [21–25]. The reciprocal interspecific hybrids of wild
cucumber and cultivated cucumber all had a new phenotype of yellow leaves, but the
causes were different. Chlorophyll biosynthesis of orthogonal hybrids is limited by the
process of transformation from Pchlide to Chl a, and the chlorophyll biosynthesis of anti-
cross hybrids was blocked at the step of converting PBG to urogen-III, which significantly
decreased the chlorophyll content and showed a novel phenotype of yellow leaves [26].
Song [27] identified a cucumber mutant vyl (virescent-yellow leaf ) that exhibited reduced
pigment content and delayed chloroplast development, controlled by a single recessive
gene, Csa4G637110.

The yellow cotyledons of the EMS-induced mutant yl2.1 did not turn green as the
leaves grew [28]. Niu et al. located al on cucumber chromosome 7 by finely mapping
the mutant al of cucumber albino leaf mutants [29]. The content of various pigments
in cucumber yellow-green leaf mutant C777 was significantly lower than that in the WT,
and the net photosynthetic rate of the mutant was significantly lower [30]. The leaves of
cucumber yellow-green leaf mutant C528 were yellow from the cotyledon stage, and this
color did not change with development. The photosynthetic pigment mass fraction and net
photosynthetic efficiency were significantly lower than those of the WT [31]. In addition,
some other Cucurbitaceae plants have leaf color mutations. For example, watermelon
plants carry an albinism lethal gene [32]. In pumpkin silver leaf mutant 48a, the mature
leaves were silver-gray, the chlorophyll content was significantly reduced, the epidermal
cells and palisade cells on the leaves were obviously peeled off, and obvious gaps were
found [33]. In yellow-to-green mutant (MT) of thin-skinned melon, the leaf color changed
from yellow to yellow-green during the process of growth and development. The veins
were green, and the chlorophyll content was significantly lower than that of the non-mutant.
The main cause of leaf yellowing is speculated to be the reduction in chlorophyll content
caused by the imperfect development of chloroplast structure, and the yellowing-to-green
mutation is controlled by a stealth gene [34]. In spontaneous cucumber leaf virescent
mutant SC311Y, whose cotyledons and real leaves are yellow and gradually turn green,
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light and temperature can affect the process of turning green. The mutant is male and sterile,
and the real leaves have ruffled leaves with white stripes. The mutant gene Csa3G042730
regulates chloroplast development and reduces the content of chlorophyll and carotenoid
in the mutant [35]. A cucumber yellow young leaf mutant C777 was produced by EMS
mutagenesis. The mutant cotyledons and newborn true leaves are yellow, and there are
green spots on the real leaves, and the leaves gradually turn green with the growth. Here,
CsHD is its mutant gene, and this nonsense mutation introduced a stop codon and, thus, a
premature protein. The expression of CsHD in the mutant was significantly decreased [36].

2.3. Plant Hormones Affect Leaf Development

As important regulatory factors affecting leaf shape, plant hormones are critical in
plant life activities [37]. Plant hormones include auxin, gibberellin, cytokinin, and other hor-
mones. Auxin is indispensable in almost all plant developments, such as leaf development,
fruitification, and blossoming. It regulates leaf initiation, leaf formation, and compound
leaf configuration [38]. Some research reported that the symmetry of the front and back of
leaves and the symmetry of both sides are affected by auxin [39,40]. The round leaf-mutant
caused by a single recessive gene rl is similar to the leaves of WT plants treated with
auxin transport inhibitors, indicating that rl plays a key role in the biosynthesis, transport,
and response of auxin in cucumber [12]. The mutant gene of the cucumber rl round-leaf
mutant is CsPID, which regulates the auxin signaling pathway by phosphorylating PIN.
Decreased auxin (IAA) levels were detected in specific tissues of rl round-leaf mutants [11].
Vascular bundles or veins in leaves were arranged in the form of branches, which determine
the leaf shape to a great extent. Auxin can not only differentiate vascular cells but also
induces vascular bundle formation. The deletion of CsIVP affected the development of
vascular bundles, increased the accumulation of auxin leaf veins, and led to the variation
in leaf shape. The process of leaf senescence was also regulated by plant hormones [41].
Ethylene, jasmonic acid, auxin, and cytokinin were proved to be related to leaf senescence,
among which cytokinin plays an important role in initiating and preventing leaf senes-
cence. Bangerth, K.-F. [42] found that exogenous spraying of synthetic cytokinin, growth
polar transport inhibitor, or gibberellin biosynthesis inhibitor could delay or prevent leaf
senescence, whereas exogenous spraying gibberellin could accelerate it. The induction
of auxin can instantly increase the expression of Aux/IAA. The expression of CsaIAAs can
be induced by cytokinin 6-benzylaminopurine (6-BA) in most organs, especially in roots,
stems, leaves, and tendrils. Therefore, cytokinin can also induce the expression of auxin,
also indicating that auxin and cytokinin play a coordinated role in the development and
senescence of leaves [43].

Table 1. Genes involved in leaf shape regulation of cucurbitaceae.

Mocular Marker Gene Name Species Traits Reference

—— CsHAN1 Cucumber Lobed leaf Ding et al. (2015) [7]
G69 and 784RS Pll (MELO3C010784) Melon Lobed leaf Gao et al. (2014) [8]

W07164 and W07061 Cl LL1 (Cla018360) Watermelon Lobed leaf Chen (2018) [9]

Chr1: 16 164 573–21 583 426 CsPID1 (Csa1G537400) Cucumber Round leaf Zhang et al. (2018) [10]
Liu et al. (2019) [11]

dCAPS-01 and NWSSR0024 CsPHB (Csa6G525430) Cucumber Curly leaf Rong et al. (2018) [13]
SNP7G3596452 scl1 (Csa7G062760) Cucumber Small and cordate leaf Gao et al. (2017) [14]

SSR21758 and UW083795 ORF4 Cucumber Littleleaf Yang et al. (2018) [15]
—— CsIVP Cucumber Downward curly leaves Yan et al. (2020) [16]

UW026993 and UW027011 CsWOX1 (Csa1G042780) Cucumber Butterfly-shaped leaves Niu et al. (2018) [6]
Wang et al. (2020) [17]

3. Environmental Factors

As the main lateral organ of Cucurbitaceae, leaves are sensitive to the environment.
Different environments may affect leaf development, leading to the change in leaf shape. For
example, the palmately split-leaf melon BM7 showed split leaves only when planted in the
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field [8]. In this section, cucumber was taken as an example to illustrate the effects of various
environmental factors on leaves, including light, temperature, and CO2 concentration.

3.1. Temperature Affects Leaf Development

Cucumber is sensitive to low temperatures and, hence, it is mainly distributed in sub-
tropical regions. Therefore, low-temperature chilling injury is a major obstacle in cucumber
cultivation. Cucumber plants need to have various organ-sensitive and physiological
responses to cope with the environment, and the structure of their leaves can change due
to the influence of external temperature [44,45]. Under low-temperature conditions, the
chlorophyll content in cucumber leaves, the activities of various reactive enzymes, pho-
tosynthesis, and net photosynthetic rate decreased. The activities of the chloroplast and
the mitochondria in cucumber cells also decreased, and the degree of decrease in these
indicators varies in different development stages [46]. The relative indices of cucumber
leaves at different developmental stages under low-temperature stress include leaf elec-
trolyte permeability, chlorophyll content, photosynthesis, stomatal resistance, transpiration
rate, intercellular CO2 concentration, MDA content, soluble sugar content, and proline
content. The low-temperature resistance of leaves at the seedling stage was stronger, and
plants at this stage were found to have a higher physiological metabolism and to easily
recover under normal temperature by comparing the cold resistance indices of cucumber at
different developmental stages [47]. In fact, high-temperature stress is just oxidative stress.
Plants accumulate reactive oxygen species under such stress, which causes membrane lipid
peroxidation and destroys their membrane system [48]. The effects of high-temperature
stress on leaf senescence characteristics and endogenous hormones of cucumber at the
flowering stage indicated that short-term heat stress increased the cucumber leaf chloro-
phyll content and leaf antioxidant enzyme activity [49]. With the increase in temperature
and stress time, the content of chlorophyll and the activity of antioxidant enzymes in
leaves can decrease gradually. With the increase in high-temperature stress, the cucumber
seedling’s leaf net photosynthetic rate, chlorophyll content, and soluble sugar content
showed a trend of gradual decline, and the intercellular CO2 concentration and the content
of malondialdehyde (MDA) in leaves showed a trend of slow decline after the first rise.
Transpiration showed an increasing trend which decreased after the first rise and later
under high-temperature stress. Meanwhile, the decrease in net photosynthetic rate and
chlorophyll content slowed down, indicating that the cucumber seedlings had certain
resistance. Various studies have shown that the chlorophyll content and related enzyme
activities in cucumber leaves decreased in low- and high-temperature environments, and
that cucumber has self-regulation ability to adapt to environmental temperature under
high- or low-temperature stress [50] (Figure 2a).

3.2. Effect of Light on Leaf Development

Photosynthesis is one of the most important physiological activities of green plants.
Light is one of the necessary conditions for photosynthesis, so it has an important influence
on the growth and development of plants. The leaf is a major sensory organ of plants. Light
intensity can directly affect leaf development and morphogenesis. Supplementation of
different light qualities affects the development of cucumber. In one study, cucumber under
low-light condition were treated with red light and blue light. Red light could promote the
expansion of leaf area, increase leaf chlorophyll content and photosynthetic rate, promote
the accumulation of assimilates, and promote the distribution of assimilates to stems, roots,
and other organs. Adding blue light could increase blade thickness and improve blade
pore conductance [51]. At present, the effect of light on the respiration of cucumber leaves
has been studied. Li et al. found that under the condition of LED supplementary light,
the key enzymes of the glycolysis pathway decreased, whereas those of the tricarboxylic
acid cycle and pentose phosphate pathway increased under the condition of 3 h/D LED
supplementary light, which ensured the normal respiration of plants [52]. Continuous low
light induced the SPAD (relative chlorophyll) value of cucumber leaves to increase and the
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net photosynthetic rate to decrease. The longer the duration of low light, the smaller the
net photosynthetic rate, and the worse the photosynthetic recovery ability of cucumber
leaves. Under low-light stress, the activities of superoxide dismutase and peroxidase in
cucumber leaves increased, the activity of catalase increased first and then decreased, and
the content of MDA increased continuously. The metabolic function of cucumber leaves
could not recover to the normal level after more than 7 days of low-light stress [53]. The
effect of light time on the leaf structure and photosynthetic characteristics of cucumber is
noteworthy. With the increase in light time, the leaf thickness increased, that is, the content
of accumulated organic matter, the thickness of palisade and sponge tissues, the number of
stomata, and the content of chlorophyll in leaves increased [54] (Figure 2b).
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Figure 2. Environmental factors affecting leaf development as follows: (a) effect of temperature (blue,
low temperature; red, high temperature); (b) effect of light—with the increase in leaf thickness, the
thickness of palisade tissue and sponge tissue increased, the number of stomata increased, and the
content of chlorophyll also increased; (c) influence of CO2—after CO2 enrichment, the thickness of the
palisade tissue, epidermis, and cucumber leaves increased, and the number and size of chloroplasts,
starch grains, grana, and their lamellae increased.

3.3. Influence of CO2

The stomata of leaves are the main channel for the exchange of external gases between
plants and the outside. The number and stomatal opening of leaves are determined by
the concentration of external CO2 [55]. Plants can reduce the absorption of CO2 by closing
stomata when the CO2 concentration increases in the environment, and the stomatal
conductance of leaves treated with high concentration of CO2 was obviously lower than
that of leaves treated with CO2 concentration under natural conditions [56]. Li revealed
that the increase in CO2 concentration made the sugar content and sucrose synthase activity
in cucumber leaves significantly increase. Under the same CO2 concentration, except
for the leaves treated with high nitrogen under drought stress, the total nitrogen content
of leaves under normal irrigation and high nitrogen treatment was significantly higher
than under other treatments. Therefore, CO2 also increased the activities of key enzymes
in the nitrogen metabolism in cucumber leaves. When CO2 enrichment increased the
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crop photosynthetic rate, the structure of leaves can be adjusted to adapt to the high
concentration of CO2 [57]. Moreover, CO2 enrichment affected the microstructure and
sub-microstructure of cucumber leaves. The results illustrated that the thickness of palisade
tissue, epidermis, and cucumber leaves increased. The palisade cells became longer and
were arranged more neatly and tightly after CO2 enrichment. The amount and size of
chloroplasts, the number and size of starch grains, grana, and its lamellae, and the starch
content per unit of chloroplast increased. The CO2 enrichment promoted the development
of cucumber leaves and chloroplasts, increased the photosynthetic rate of cucumber leaves,
and produced and accumulated nutrients needed for plant growth and development [58]
(Figure 2c).

4. Prospect

Cucurbitaceae plants play an important role in vegetable production, and they are
commonly used in daily life. As the main photosynthetic organ, the development of leaves
is also directly related to the yield of Cucurbitaceae crops. Some leaf mutations, such as
round leaves, leaflets, and downward curled leaves of cucumber, not only change the leaf
shape but also affect other agronomic or economic characteristics compared with the WT.
Whether due to multiple effects or closely linked traits, the relevant reasons depend on
the in-depth research of functional genomics. Leaf development is an extremely complex
process. Leaves of different species have their own peculiarities. Although cucumbers,
melons, watermelons, and pumpkins belong to the Cucurbitaceae family, the shape of
their leaves differs. Because the leaves are regulated by genes, hormones, and the external
environment, the leaves of the same species have a certain variability. We have learned
that cucurbits are susceptible to biotic stresses, of which pest and disease stresses are more
serious. Common diseases of Cucurbitaceae include powdery mildew, downy mildew, wilt,
etc. These pathogens mainly attack the leaves, which might affect the photosynthesis of
the leaves or even make the leaves die. Insect pests mainly include aphid, whitefly, yellow
melon lea beetle, etc. The pests that live on the leaves seriously affect the development of
the leaves, mainly including aphids, whitefly, and Aulcophora indica, etc. For example,
aphids can cause deformation in the form of crumpled leaves. Since leaves are the main
object of disease and pest infection, can changes in leaf morphology and structure lead
to improvements in plant resistance? Interestingly, some research results have verified
this conjecture. The resistance of cucumber leaf roll mutants to powdery mildew was
enhanced. The resistance traits of the mutants to leaf roll and powdery mildew were
controlled by the same dominant mutant gene PMrl. The sponge tissue of the mutant leaf
thickened and became tightly arranged, and the palisade tissue became narrower. The
upper and lower epidermis cells thickened, and the leaf wax content was significantly
higher than that of the wild type [59]. Coincidentally, the resistance of downward curly
leaf mutants to downy mildew was also increased. The increase in salicylic acid (SA) in the
mutant may be the reason for its enhanced resistance to downy mildew. Digging resistance
genes and analyzing their resistance mechanism are the basis and premise of cultivating
new disease-resistant and insect-resistant varieties, which not only helps to accelerate the
progress of disease-resistant and pest-resistant variety breeding, but also provides new
ideas for pest control [15]. Leaf shape and leaf color mutants could be used as marker
traits to quickly identify variety purity and save much time. Furthermore, research on its
molecular mechanism could provide a reference for cultivating an ideal plant type and
increasing yield. At present, the germplasm resources of leaf mutants of Cucurbitaceae are
relatively few, and they have not been widely utilized. Although some leaf mutants have
been located and cloned, the complex regulatory network behind them is not clear, and
more research work is needed. Excavating the functional genes of important agronomic
traits of Cucurbitaceae and analyzing their regulatory network, establishing a stable genetic
transformation system, and promoting the close combination of molecular breeding and
conventional breeding techniques will be the focus of the next work. With the development
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of molecular biology and bioinformatics, the research and application of leaf molecular
breeding of Cucurbit plants will make new progress and breakthroughs.
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